Sow much more!

Sow productive!

SeedGun
is a cost-effective
reforestation method,
offering the best potential for the seed to
germinate and grow
into a healthy tree.
Very precise sowing
immediately after
tillage creates significant savings in seed
costs and notable
improvements in
sowing results.
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It’s sow simple
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The driver presses the sowing button.
The dosing piston takes a carefully
adjusted amount of seeds from the
seed container.
A compressed air pulse shoots the
seeds through the seed tubes to the
sowing spot.
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Why is this sow good for you?

With SeedGun, sowing is
not a separate, expensive and time-consuming work step but done
together with soil preparation. In this way, seeds
are placed directly in
fresh and moist soil. This
improves sowing results.
SeedGun can be installed
in basically any kind of
excavator or tillage machinery. SeedGun doesn’t
restrict other use of the
machine.
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With the seed containers conveniently in the
machine cab, seed refills
and replacing seed types
are quick and easy.

SeedGun is installed
in the cab of the base
machine, within reach
of the driver. Selecting
the proper sowing position and time is easy:
just press the sowing
button, and immediately see how the operation
came through.
SeedGun sowing makes
considerable savings in
seed consumption, especially when compared to
continuous seed drills.
The amount of seed
per sowing operation is
easy to adjust to suit the
conditions of each site.
If necessary, sowing can
also be automated into
continuous mode.

The amount of seed sown
on the site is displayed
on the screen, providing
easy access to accurate
invoicing information.
SeedGun is also compatible with the Risutec ASTA
forestry GPS documentation system.

Sowtime!
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